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This paper studies stability properties of solutions for optimization problems 
subject to perturbations in constraints. For problems formulated in a complete 
metric space sufficient conditions for topological upper semicontinuity of the 
solution multifunction are derived without any compactness assumptions. When the 
feasible solution set is additionally assumed to be compact these conditions reduce 
to that of Berge (“Topological Spaces,” Macmillan Co.. New York. 1963). and in 
that case they turn out to be also necessary. 
1. !NTR~DUC~ON 
Let X, Y be topological spaces, f: X -+ R be a real-valued function and let 
I? Y+ 2’ be a multivalued mapping. We shall be concerned here with the 
family of minimization problems (PJ~},,~: 
PJK inf(f(?c): x E ry). 
The families of problems of this kind may arise naturally from the 
particular problem Pyo (corresponding to certain parameter J =JJ,,) by 
perturbations in constraints due to the errors of measurements or numerical 
representations. Stable behaviour of the optimal value and of the optimal 
solution set in some neighborhood of yO enables maningful results from 
approximated data to be obtained, when, for instance, a numerical solution 
of the problem is needed. 
The minimal value function fr: Y -+ R = R U { + co } is defined as 
J-m) = x’,“rfy f(x). 
Let MJ~ denote the set of all global solutions of Py. So defined 
multifunction M: Y+ 2x may be represented by 
Mj = (x E Ty:f(x) <“r(y)}. 
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Different types of stability of M were studied. The closedness property 
was investigated by Dantzig ef al. [4] and Hoggan [ 111, upper semicon- 
tinuity was considered by Berge [2], Robinson and Day [ 161, and Aubin 
[ 11. In [ 161 some results concerning lower semicontinuity are also included. 
Lipschitz continuity was studied by Stern and Topkis [ 17) and Hager [ 12 ]. 
Some particular problems, when f is given by a system of inequalities, were 
handled by Klatte [ 131, Kummer [ 141, Evans and Gould [9], and Greenberg 
and Pierskalla [lo]. 
In all these papers the results concerning upper semicontinuity of solution 
multifunction are obtained for feasible solution multifunction r with r>, 
compact for every ~1 E Y. 
The aim of this paper is to give a characterization of those multifunctions 
r which assure upper semicontinuity of M for arbitrary continuous function 
f E C(X) without any compactness assumptions concerning r. 
This approach is close to that of Dolecki and Rolewicz, presented in [8]. 
where a characterization of multifunctions preserving lower semicontinuity 
of the minimal value function is given. 
For arbitrary multifunction which maps a topological space Y into subsets 
of a topological space X we use the classical definitions of lower and upper 
semicontinuity (Kuratowski [ 15, I, p. 1731). 
A multifunction R is said to be upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at a point 
J-,, E Y if for every open set Q with Gy, c Q there exists a neighborhood V,,,, 
of y. such that f2Vyo c Q. 
A multifunction R is said to be lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) at a point 
J,, E Y if for any open set Q, Q f? Qy,, # 0. there exists a neighborhood Vy,, 
of .iT,, such that J~J n Q # 0 for every J’ E V>/,,. 
If X is assumed to be metric, X = (X, p) we use also Hausdorff semicon- 
tinuities. Let us denote B(x, E) = ( y: p(x,~l) < E} and for any subset A c X. 
B(A, E) = u,,, B(x, E). 
A multifunction fi is upper Hausdorff semicontinuous u.H.s.c.) at J,, if for 
every E > 0 there exists a neighborhood V?, of J’,, such that QVyo c B&y,, E). 
A multifunction fl is lower Hausdorff semicontinuous (1.H.s.c.) at y. if for 
each E > 0 there is a neighborhood V!, such that 
If!,, c ( y: Qy, c B&y, E)). 
Basic relations between different notions of semicontinuity may be found 
in ]5, 61. 
2. ACTIVE BOUNDARY, INNERLY ACTIVE POINTS 
Let us assume now that Y satisfies the first countability axiom with 
IWnln=l,*.... as a countable basis B(.v,) of neighborhoods at .i-, E Y and 
W n + I c w,, . 
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Following [ 71 we define the active boundary of R at y, as 
Frac fiy, = n R W\Qy,. 
w-(Yo) 
When 0 is U.S.C. at y0 the active boundary has several properties described 
in detail in [7]. We shall need here only the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that X is Hausdorff space and admits a countable 
local basis and that Y has a countable local bassis at yO. Zf R is U.S.C. at y,, 
then Frac Qy, c Ry,, . 
Continuing this approach we introduce the notion of innerly active point 
of n at y, as such an element x0 E X that for each neighborhood Q of x,, and 
each neighborhood W of y, 
Qn u .nv,\Q# 0. 
YE w 
The set of all innerly active points can be expressed as 
Act, QY, = f-l u QY,\~~Y. 
weB(Yo) YEW 
Let us observe that if we define multifunction fi: Y-r 2x as fiy = .n4,’ 
(0~’ = flay) for arbitrary multifunction a then Frac fiy, = Act, Qy, . 
Additionally, if fi is U.S.C. at some y, E Y then the set of innerly active 
points of a, Act, sly,, is disjoint with fly,, according to Lemma 1. 
In the sequel we often use the measure of noncompactness of the set B, = 
U yE w, ay,\fly defined for arbitrary multifunction R. 
We recall that for arbitrary subset D of metric space X = (X, p) by its 
measure of noncompactness w(D) we mean the infimum of all those r > 0 for 
which D may be split to a finite number of subsets {Oili= ,,,,..,, 
lJf=, Di = D such that SUP~,,~~~~ p(v, z) < r for each i (Kuratowski [ 15, I, p. 
4121). 
In general, Act, Qy, do not have any compactness properties even if R is 
continuous at yO. 
However, we have the following characterization. 
THEOREM 1. Let X = (X, p) be metric and complete, let Y fulfill the first 
countability axiom at y, and suppose, that R is 1.s.c. at y,. 
Iflim,+, v(B,,) = 0 and Act, Qy, c Qy, then R is 1.H.s.c. at y,, . 
ProoJ On the contrary, let us assume, that there exists E > 0 such that in 
every neighborhood W of y, there is YE W with 
Qy, ct B(L& E). 
So we can choose two sequences (x,, 1,: , , ( _I’,,},; , with lim II -. I . 1’ = .I’,, .ti 
s,, E Qv, . p(s,. fly,,) > C for every II. By definition s,, E Q.tl,,\fi.t*,, for 
II = 1, 2,.... 
If (x,,}:~~, has a cluster point xc, and x0 E l2~1,, then J2 is not 1.s.c. at .I’,, 
since for all k large enough p(x,, fly,,) > E and B(x,, E) n f&v,,, = 0. If 
x, 6! Gy,, then Act, Qy,, & JOYS, since xg E Act, fiy, . Finally if {x, } z:~ , does 
not contain any convergent subsequence then lim, j, ~(f?,,) # 0. Q.E.D. 
3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we show the necessity of continuity of r to assure the upper 
semicontinuity of M for every continuous function fE C(X). The case when 
the upper semicontinuity of M for some fixed fE C(X) is considered the 
continuity of r is not necessary, as will be shown in Theorems 9 and 10. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a completely regular topological space and 
fy # 0 for every y E Y. 
If for every continuous function f E C(X) M is U.S.C. on Y then r is I.s.c. on 
Y. 
Proof. Assume that I- is not I.s.c., i.e., there exist y, E Y, xg E Tv, and 
neighborhood Q,, such that for every V),, there exists _VE I$,, with 
rJn Q,, = 0. On the other hand, by complete regularity of a space X there 
exists continuous function f: X + (0, 1) such that f (x,) = 0 and f /x,of,, = 1. 
Now xg E MyO, My, c Q,, and MJ= I”. But for none of I’),,,, My,, c Q,,,. 
Thus M is not U.S.C. at y,. Q.E.D. 
The requirement on ry to be nonempty is essential here as is shown in the 
example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let r’, = {x0} consist of one point only and K” = 0 for the 
others. So for arbitrary function M is U.S.C. but r is not I.s.c. at y,. 
If X is a metric space and Y satisfies the first countability axiom, the 
function f constructed in the proof can be chosen as 
f(x) = min{p(x, x,), infp(x, xn) + F}, 
n 
where x,, Y;, E W, (W, stands for countable local basis at y,) as in the 
proof, d such that B(x,, E) c Q,, and x, is an arbitrary point with x, E ry,,. 
Thus My, = ix,,} and x, E Mjn. 
Let us observe that both the solution multifunctions, this constructed 
above and that from the proof are not I.s.c. at y,,. So, we obtain 
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THEOREM 3. Let X be a completely regular topological space. If for 
eceqv continuous function f, M is 1s.~. on Y then r is 1s.~. on Y. 
Similar result for upper semicontinuity can be stated as 
THEOREM 4. Let Y be a topological space and let X be a metric space. If 
for erery function f E C(X), IV is U.S.C. on Y then P is U.S.C. on Y. 
Proof. Assume that r is not U.S.C. at some J’” E J. So there exists closed 
subset F with Fn CV,, = 0 such that in every neighborhood VT,, of jvO there 
exists .t:E V?, and F n ci;# 0. Let us consider now the problem 
inf( f(x), x E KY) with f(x) = inf -:,, nrr'&o m -9 
where x, E Lyn F. For every x E X, f (x) > 0. for .Y, E ri;,fl( .Is) = f (s,F) = 0. 
Thus x,- E MJn F. 
On the other hand, My,, c CV, c X\F. so M is not U.S.C. at ~9~. Q.E.D. 
If ryO is additionally assumed to be closed then Theorem 3 can be stated 
in normal spaces X. Namely, we have 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a normal space and Ij- be closed for y E Y. If for 
every f E C(X) is U.S.C. then P is U.S.C. on Y. 
Proof: Assume that r is not U.S.C. at some .I?,, E Y. So. as in the proof of 
Theorem 4, some closed subset F can be chosen, F n rr,, = 0, such that in 
every neighborhood Vy, of y0 there exists r E I/?., with F n QT# 0. On the 
other hand. by normality of X there exists a continuous function 
f: X + (0, 1) such that f 1 F = 0 and f IJ”, = 1. Hence the problem 
inf (f (x), ?c E cr) has My, = ry, and Mj7 c F. Q.E.D. 
Thus for every y: My c F and M is not I.s.c. at J’“, since MJ!, c X\F. So, 
we can state 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a normal space and 4 # lJ1 be closed in X for 
euery y E Y. If for etlery f E C(X) M is 1.s.c. then r is U.S.C. 
4. COMPACT CASE 
If we assume that ry is compact for every J E Y then the well known 
Berge theorem applies to 
THEOREM 7 [2]. Suppose that X and Y are topological spaces and cl- is 
compact and nonempty for eoery ~3 E Y. If I- is 1.s.c. and U.S.C. at any .I’ E Y 
then for ererlv f E C(X) solution multifunction M is U.S.C. on I’. 
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Berge proves this theorem by making use of the corresponding theorem on 
intersection of closed, and u.s.c., compact-valued multifunctions. 
We give here another proof, valid for spaces Y, with the first countability 
axiom, to indicate, in a more explicit form, the moment when compactness of 
CV is essential. 
Prooj Assume that there exists a continuous functionf, such that M is 
not U.S.C. at yO E Y. Hence, there exists closed set F, F n MY, = 0, such that 
in every neighborhood V,,, of J,, there exists YE V!,, with Fn MJ’# 0. 
Therefore, there exist sequences {Y,}~~,, lim,+, y,, =,I)~, {x,/Z= ,, 
x, E M)),\Myo, X, E F. If for an infinite number of elements x,~ E f~,,,\f~, 
k = I,2 ,... then f is not U.S.C. or 1.s.c. at ~7~. So, assume, that x, E TJ,, f7 r~,,, . 
Since rye is compact, (x,,}:= , contains a convergent subsequence (x,,~};~ , .
lim k-m -‘&= -ro. BY the continuity of .L lim,,, f(xnk) =.0x0 )? 
f(x,,) =JYh,) and limk+x ~T(Y,~) >.$%,). If it werefl(ro) =f(xJ, then 
it would be x0 E M,,,, but x0 E F so x0 6J My,. Hence fr IS not U.S.C. at J,, 
and f is not 1.s.c. at yo. Q.E.D. 
Theorems I and 3 combined with the Berge theorem give rise to the 
following 
COROLLARY 1. Let Y be any topological space with the first countability 
axiom and let X be a metric space with f”l# 0 and compact for every JJ E Y. 
Then 
SM= \fz V Misu.s.c.on Y[ 
I fECl.Y, 
= (r: ~u.s.c. A 1.s.c. on Y). 
This characterization is not true if the continuity of the objective function 
is dropped. 
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
The compactness assumption about f is crucial in formulation of 
Corollary 1. It is considerably restrictive too. Thus, the characterization of 
Corollary 1 does not cover many cases which are of interest as well. 
The examples cited below point out some situations when the upper 
semicontinuity of solution multifunctions must not be expected. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X=1*, Y= (0, 1). For xEX, IIxII=(C~I 1XJ’)“‘. 
I-0 = {x E lZ: 11x1( < 1 }, 
Iy={xEPljxll< 1-J) 
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for y # 0. r is U.S.C. and 1.s.c. at y = 0, but solution multifunction of the 
problem inf(--/)x11, x E ry} is not U.S.C. at y = 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let X=R, Y=(-1, 1). 
ro=(o, l), ry = (y, 1 -1’) 
for y # 0. For f(x) = x( 1 -x) + 1 the solution multifunction is not U.S.C. at 
y = 0 (it is not even Hausdorff upper semicontinuous). 
EXAMPLE 4. Let X= R, Y= (-1, 1) 
ro = (0, +co), ry = (y, l/y?) 
for y # 0. I’ is U.S.C. and kc. at y,, = 0, but 
f(x) = x2 for x ,< 1 
and 
f(x) = l/x for x > I 
attains its minimum on ry at My = ( y, -yJ) when y ( 0, My = ( y, l/y2 1 y > 0 
and MO = (0). So M is not U.S.C. at y0 = 0. 
Now we are in a position to state a noncompact analogue of the Berge 
theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let Y be a Hausdorff topological space that fulfills the first 
countability axiom, let X = (X, p) be a complete metric space, and let r be 
U.S.C. and 1.s.c. at yO E Y. 
Suppose furthermore, that km,,,, y(B,) = 0 and Act, Ty, c Ty,,, for 
Bn = Uysw, Ty,\Ty. Then for every continuous function f E C(X) solution 
multifunction M is u.s.c. at y,. 
Proof. Suppose, that there exists a continuous function f such that M is 
not U.S.C. at y,,. Hence, there exists a closed set F, My,, n F = 0, such that in 
every neighborhood V?, there exists J E V,,, with MJn F # 0. Thus, there 
exist sequences (x,/F=, , ( yn I,“=, such that lim,,, yn = yO, x, E My,,\My, 
and x, E F. Now, two situations may occur: 
1. For n sufficiently large x, E Ty,\JyO. 
(a) Suppose that (x,,}:~, does not possess any convergent subse- 
quence. But, on the other hand, y,6ZT-‘(x,tc=,, y,ET~‘(x,,}~~,, 
k = 1, 2 ,..., y,, E r-‘{x,,},“=, and hence r is not U.S.C. at yO. (T-IS = (y E Y: 
Ty(7 S # 0) for arbitrary subset S c X.) 
(b) If hi, , has a convergent subsequence {s,,~/[ , with 
lim, J. x,,~ = .Y , and lim,~+ , .jT( .v,,~) = lim, . , f’(.~,,~) = f(x,,). If .Y,, E f:r 
then:fT(?,,) < l!m,+ ,fl(y,i) =f(.u,,). It expresses exactly the fact that f1’ ii 
not U.S.C. at y,,, and therefore r is not I.s.c. at J’,). If x0 6Z rj),, then I‘ is not 
U.S.C. at ~1” (since x,, E Frac [II,,). 
2. There exists a subsequence (-u,~}; , of (x,, } ,: , , x,,~ E CV,,~ n r~,,, . 
Without loss of generality we may assume n, = n. 
(a) If there is an N such that for every n > N, x,, E l-y,,n r?,,, then 
F( y,) >p( y2.) >f7‘(y0). If it were fl( y,v) =fT(y,) then it would be 
x,, E My,. So lim,+, supp( y,) >F( .v,,) >fr(y,) and, as in l(b), r is not 
1.s.c. at yO. 
(b) If for every n there is k 2 n such that x~,! & Ty,,n f’(, then 
xk, E ~Y,\O~ and xk, E U,, w,, Ty,,\Ty,, . If (x,,.J~~ , has no convergent subse- 
quence, then lim,t+m v(B,) f 0. If (x,,~),W i has a coavergent subsequence 
(;sk }!=~, with lim,+, xk = xU, then x0 E Act, r~j,. If x0 E Ty, thenfT(y,) < 
l&,.tKh,) ( since .x,,% F) and r is not I.s.c. at yO, and finally if x0 G? ~JJ, 
then Act, fy, Q? fy, is what completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
The completeness of X is essential here. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let X=R-(O}, Y={l/n}~=, and r0=(xEX:x>O}, 
r( l/n) = (x E X,x > l/n}. This r is U.S.C. and I.s.c. at y,, n, B,, = 4 c ryO 
and’all the assumptions of Theorem 5 are fulfilled but for f(x) = x. M is not 
u.s.c. at ~1 = 0. 
It is a simple observation that for Ty, which is compact Theorem 8 
reduces to the Berge theorem. Exactly, if Ty, is compact then Act, Ty, c rye 
and lim,+, I@,) = 0. 
If we consider a particular situation, with a fixed continuous objective 
function, less restrictive conditions for upper semicontinuity can be 
formulated in term of the multifunction f,: R + 2” 
rl t- = {x:~(x) = t-1 n ry,, 
where y,, E Y is a fixed point. 
THEOREM 9 13 1. Let Y and X be as in Theorem 8. 
If r is U.S.C. at yO, r, U.S.C. at jT(y,) and r continuous at y,,, f E C(X), 
then the solution multifunction M is U.S.C. at yO. 
Proof: Assume that A4 is not U.S.C. at y,. So, there exists open set Q, with 
My0 c Q, such that in every neighborhood I’),,, of y, there exists YE V,,, and 
MJ Ct Q. Thus, there exist two sequences (x,)t- , , ( J,,): , , with 
lim,+, Y,~ = y,, and -Y,, E M,.,,n (x\Q). If for an infinite number of elements 
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there is s,~ E [v~~\~.v~, k = I, 2 ,..., then r is not U.S.C. at J,, or fr is not U.S.C. 
at jvO, based on the same arguments as those in Theorem 8. So assume that 
-Y,, E cl,, n f~, for all n sufficiently large. If (~,},a=, contains a convergent 
subsequence. with a limit point belonging to r’, then f?‘ is not U.S.C. at .rO. 
Finally. a limit point of a convergent subsequence may not belong to ~~~~ or 
(s ,,I,“-, may not contain any convergent subsequence. Let us recall that 
limn,,f(s,) = lim,,,,.fr(A,) =fr(rv,) and TV,, f’ (s:f(s) =fr(~~,)/ = 
MJ~, c Q. But in every B(fT( yO), F). with E > 0, there exists t =ff(~q,,) such 
that I,, E (-u:f(s) = t) ncr, and x, 6? Q. Hence f, is not U.S.C. atF(y”). 
If MI, is compact it is enough for f, to be upper Hausdorff semicon- 
tinuous at g( j30) since My, = r,fr( .I’,,). But it should be noted that none of 
the parts of Theorem 9 can be reversed. 
If cl,, is closed-valued similar result can be stated in the form which 
follows immediately from the corresponding theorem on the intersection of 
U.S.C. multifunctions. 
The optimal solution set of every problem Py can be written as 
Ml' = (X:f(X) <fr(J')) f-l rJ'. 
If instead of r, we consider TZ: R --) 2’, fzr = (x:f(x) < I} we can for- 
mulate 
THEOREM 10. Let X be a normal space. Suppose f to be a continuous 
function on X and fr to be continuous at .I’~. If r is closed-valued, U.S.C. at y0 
and rz is U.S.C. at y0 then M is U.S.C. at .I’“. 
Remark. Continuity of fr at J,, appearing in the formulation of 
Theorems 9 and 10 can be replaced by the upper semicontinuity off7 at y0 
since the lower semicontinuity is provided by the remaining assumptions. 
Let us observe that the upper semicontinuity of TZ implies compactness of 
the boundaries of level sets of the objective function, which is not the case 
for f,. 
So in this sense the assumption of upper semicontinuity of fz is more 
restrictive than that of I-, . 
6. FINAL REMARKS 
The characterization given in Theorems 8 and 9 cannot be generalized to 
cover the case of perturbations in the objective function. A simple example is 
provided by taking an affine function of the form f(x) = ax + b, b E R. as 
the objective and a multifunction c\v = S. where S is a fixed subset S c X for 
every J E Y, as the feasible solution multifunction. 
For such a problem all the assumptions of Theorem 8 are fulfilled but the 
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optimal solution multifunction hrl considered as a multifunction of b E R 
may not be U.S.C. and depends upon the choice of a subset S. 
This is not the case for Theorem 10. If the objective function f=f(s, J,) is 
assumed to be a continuous function of argument s E X and parameter J’ E Y 
it can be easily be shown that under the assumptions of Theorem 10 the 
optimal solution multifunction is u.s.c. 
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